Why Choose Cord
Operated Curtain
Tracks?

The Range

Choice

Accessories

We offer the widest range available worldwide. Select

Curtain stacking can be to one side or in multiples - left

A comprehensive range of brackets is available to cope

from very discreet profiles up to highly efficient stage

or right, as a pair or multiple pairs or, with certain tracks,

with almost all situations.

tracks capable of runs over 30 metres and carrying

asymmetrical - one curtain being wider than the other.

With heavy and very heavy curtains, smooth operation

With cord operation all curtains - even heavy, awkward or

curtains over 50kg in weight.

Most tracks are available in anodised aluminium or can

is guaranteed: gliders or roller gliders can be supplied

difficult to reach - can be comfortably and easily handled.

No compromise - choose exactly which one you need.

also be custom painted to your specified colour choice.

dependent on curtain weight.

Cord operation prevents soiling of curtains by frequent

Almost all can be custom-bent.

handling. Suitable for domestic and contract applications,
our robust systems are maintenance free. The simple
combination of high grade nylon with precision engineered
aluminium results in the most efficient curtain tracks
available. Made to measure. Meant to be bent by design
- for bay windows and other curved applications, Silent
Gliss corded tracks are unbeatable - they really work!

Service
Trusted
Swiss engineered Worldwide

Silent Gliss Plus
Silent Gliss cord operated tracks are purpose designed
for maximum efficiency, especially when bent, and ensure
smooth operation for a lifetime.
The design is paramount: cords run in separate enclosed
channels so that they cannot fall out or snag - especially
important on bends.
Normal or roller gliders can be selected depending on the
job to be done.
5 Year guarantee.

5

Year Guarantee

Overlap arms ensure total closure and privacy.

Cord Operated Curtain
Tracks
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